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 Through employing the fluid ignition technique, we created the samples 

CaSr2(PO4)2:Eu3+ with Eu3+ incorporated then assessed them in the form of 

contactless optical heat measurement as well as solid-state illumination. We 

identified the attributes for these samples including X-ray diffraction (XRD), 

photoluminescent spectroscopy, Fourier transmute infrared spectroscopy 

(FTIS) along with photoluminescent spectroscopy correlating with 

temperature. XRD, along with FTIS, validates that the one-stage samples were 

formed via the orthophosphate anion (PO4)3-. In the case of these samples,  

n-UV recreation under 395 nm generated potent, orange-red discharge lines 

under 592 nm as well as 615 nm, which is consistent with the standard shifts 

between 5D0 and 7F1 as well as 5D0 and 7F2 for the Eu3+ ions. The 

International Commission on Illumination (CIE) coordinates (0.65, 0.35) 

based on the hue scale validate the red discharge. For the task of attaining 

optical heat measurement, we took advantage of the fluorescent intenseness 

proportion technique that utilizes heat-incorporated discharge states of 5D1 as 

well as 5D0 for Eu3+. The samples have maximum responsiveness reaching 

roughly 0.0023 K-1 under 323 K or small heat levels. According to the 

outcomes, it is possible to utilize the samples when it comes to contactless 

optical heat measurement as well as solid-state illumination. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The modern industries such as those of the optical field have become concerned about conserving 

natural materials due to deficiency issues and hence the need to look into devices requiring substantial power 

without yielding significant benefits [1], [2]. Unlike incandescent light, solid-state illumination may help us 

conserve power at 80% level and limit harmful discharges as well including CO2 or SO2. The short for white-

light-emitting diode (WLED) devices are held in high regard since they possess desirable qualities including 

small magnitude, great performance [3], greater durability, low power requirement, as well as better safety [4]. 

The construction of WLED devices would involve certain typical techniques employing various luminescent 

substances. It is possible to subject the yellow phosphor YAG:Ce3+ to excitation, yielding lesser short for color 

rendering index (CRI) along with significant short for correlated color temperature (CCT) [5]. These results are 

caused by insufficient red discharge. Alternative, we can create a merger between phosphors of red, green, blue 

and one n-UV LED chip for greater CRI as well as CCT [6], [7]. If the goal is to generate desirable white ray, red 

phosphors would be required. Among rare-earth ions, Eu3+, which generates red ray, is usually employed. Beside 

reliable discharge hue, phosphor samples incorporated with Eu3+ offer better safety and do not require complicated 
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creation process [8]–[10]. As such, these samples are commonly studied. Eu3+ generates one thin line red orange 

discharge correlating with the distinct shift between 5D0 and 7FJ with J values of 1, 2, 3 and 4. The electric dipole 

shift generates discharges between 610 nm and 630 nm and would be commonly employed when it comes to hue 

exhibition as well as interior illumination. For the phosphor base’s matrix, orthophosphate blends would be 

desirable bases as they have wide bandgap, greater chemical reliability, small heat-level requirement for creation 

process along with the possibility for tetrahedral PO4
3- anion being binded to other formational factors [11]. 

Subsequently, various studies thoroughly focused on said blends to determine possible practical uses that concern 

gamma-radioactivity trackers, LED devices, optical heat level observation, and so on. The study herein concern 

utilizing these phosphor samples in contactless optical heat detectors. These detectors prove to be in high demand 

since they have better precision, immediate reactivity, as well as superior resolution [12]. These qualities help 

track heat level inside conditions with harsh heat as well as entities with rapid movement. If we modify the 

extrinsic heat level near the samples, electrons could occupy or leave the power states nearby with disparity 

between 200 cm-1 and 2000 cm-1. The occupants for highest as well as lowest heat-incorporated discharge states 

[Eu3+: 5D1/5D0] may vary based on the heat level, leading to different fluorescent intenseness proportion based on 

heal level disparity. Studies focused on different three-valence lanthanide ions (Sm3+, Nd3+, Pr3+, Tb3+, and Er3+) 

to assess ability to detect optical heat level. Eu3+ is commonly chosen as it possesses individual power states 

[5D1/5D0], typically considered heat-incorporated discharge states [13], [14]. The occupants for said discharge 

states adhere to Boltzmann allocation and would be affected through heat level. Phosphor samples incorporated 

with Eu3+, including Sr2CeO4:Eu3+, YNbO4:Eu3+, were employed luminescent heat measurement [15]. On the 

other hand, there are no study that concerns optical heat measurement using CaSr2(PO4)2:Eu3+. 

The creation process for CaSr2(PO4)2:Eu3+ employs the fluid ignition procedure. Following the process, 

the study will assess the samples’ formation, photoluminescence, optical attributes, degradation arch along with 

Fourier transmute infrared spectroscopy spectrum. Furthermore, for the task of determining the samples’ 

performance for heat measurement as well as solid-state illumination, the study will assess the heat level tracking 

mechanism for the samples via the fluorescent intenseness proportion for the discharge lines between 5D1 and 7F1 

as well as between 5D0 and 7F2 under heat level range between 323 K and 563 K. 

 

 

2. METHOD 

The study employes the ignition procedure for the task of creating CaSr(2-2x)Eux(PO4)2 in powder form 

with x value of 0.03. The catalyst included urea as it has superior lowering valence as well as possessing N-N 

bindings to to assist in the ignition. Uncontaminated ingredients, acquired through sigma Aldrich included 

calcium nitrate tetrahydrate [Ca(NO3)2.4H2O] (99.0%), urea [H2NCONH2] (99.0%), europium nitrate [EuNO3] 

(99.9%), strontium nitrate [Sr(NO3)2] (99.9%), and ammonium dihydrogen orthophosphate [NH4H2PO4] 

(99.0%). In the case of CaSr2(PO4)2 host, the optimal, static doping content was 3 mol% for task of assessing 

the luminescence as well as heat measurement for the samples as shown in (1)-(3) [16]–[18]. 
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The natural logarithm will be expressed by (4) and (5). 
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I0 and IT respectively signify the photoluminescent discharge intenseness for the samples under room 

temperature and the experimenting temperature. The constant D have no influence on computations. k signifies 

the Boltzmann constant (8.62 × 10−5 eV.K−1). Figure 1 demonstrates the graph for ln [(I0/IT)-1] with 1/kT, 

exhibiting one linear dash based on the Arrhenius expression. The dash fitting yields negative result for the 

arch (-0.257), suggesting superior trigger power as well as superior heat consistency for CaSr2(PO4)2:Eu3+. 
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Figure 1. Scattering coefficient and corresponding wavelength 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

With the CIE criterion proposed within the twentieth century, acquiring certain hues now involves the 

hue coordinates x and y via key sources. The foundation for exhibition techniques as of today involves creating 

a merger between red, blue as well as green phosphors for the task of generating a hue from the hue triangle 

that is established via the hue coordinates from three key sources. Afterwards, we can merge these sources to 

generate white ray [19]. In general, hue exhibition only requires these sources that are accompanied by 

appropriate hue coordinates, without the need for the discharge spectrum from the sources. As such, desirable 

hue generation for discharging exhibitors proves to be simple to realize. It would be highly challenging to 

generate desirable illumination for universal optical purposes. Due to how our sight reacts illumination, the 

correlation concerning spectrum and seen hue does not exist. Two lighting devices may yield identical white 

rays, albeit with disparate discharge spectra. Our sight may lead us to believe that the rays look identical, they 

would not be the same. The mechanism between scattering coefficient and wavelength is exhibited by Figure 1. 

The scattering coefficients are at their peaks under roughly 400 nm. As wavelength increases, they dwindle 

substantially to the bottom under roughly 800 nm, suggesting a reversed correlation. The content is at its peak 

under 0 wt.%, then almost linearly shrinks under greater particle sizes, reaching its lowest point under 50 wt.%. 

As wavelength surges, the scattering coefficient is heightened, leading to dispersion for the illumination 

generated via the blue chip being propagated then transmuted more into rays under bigger wavelengths [20], 

[21]. Subsequently, the luminescence will be heightened when the blue-ray dispersion within the fore discharge 

surge with the blue-ray repeating absorptivity as well as rear-dispersion diminished. For the task of acquiring 

this outcome, the YGA:Ce content must decline when SiO2 particle size surges. Subsequently, the CCT 

disparity will be lessened. The YAG:Ce content’s decline associated with particle size of SiO2 is displayed by 

Figure 2. As the particle size surges, the YAG:Ce content diminishes consistently [22]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. YGA:Ce content correlating with particle size of SiO2 
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Figure 3 showcases CCT interacting with the particle size. With particle sizes of 10, 40 and 0 wt.%, 

CCT assumes the lowest values of around 3850 K and 3900 K. CCT reaches a greater extent with particle sizes 

of 20 and 50 wt.%. The particle size of SiO2 can also influence the hue aberration illustrated by Figure 4. The 

hue aberration shows noticeable and inconsistent variations with different particle sizes, reaching its peak under 

10 wt.% from a median value. Under 30 wt.%, the hue aberration plummets to the bottom. It exhibits significant 

increase under 40 wt.%, only to plummet again under 50 wt.%. The generated lumen is also altered by particle 

size of SiO2 in Figure 5, again showing highly disparate shifts. The lumen shows a great increase as the size 

reaches 20 wt.%, then witness a sudden sink under 40 wt.%. It then suddenly rises to the top with 50 wt.%. 

The demonstrated sink could result from the disparity for hue allocation as well as lesser intenseness for blue 

discharge caused by greater rear-dispersion as well as repeating absorptivity. It is worth noting that under 

greater particle size, the illumination transmutation between blue and yellow or red-orange will be heightened 

since the phosphor sheet usually has greater breadth under greater particle size, and as such, the entire spectrum 

energy deteriorates. This means that under enormous particle size, the transmuted ray may engage in rear-

reflection and as a result diminish the luminescent intenseness and yield greater CCT level. 5 wt.% for particle 

size proves to be an appropriate value in WLED devices to attain superior hue consistency (from lesser hue 

aberration) as well as superior luminescent intenseness [23]. 

Besdides lumen, the SiO2 particle size also alters the hue generation in WLED devices. As exhibited 

by Figures 6 and 7, the particle size of SiO2 exerts its influence on CRI as well as CQS. For both CRI and CQS, 

they gradually decline as the particle size surges, albeit in CRI’s case, the decline is almost linear. Both 

parameters are at the peaks under 0 wt.% then through declines, wanes down to the bottom under 50 wt.%. 

These observed crashes is possibly the result of hue disparity concerning green, blue as well as orange-yellow 

elements. Under great particle size, the heightened dispersion generates more orange-yellow elements, 

resulting in said disparity since the ray’s discharge hue generally favors the orange-yellow zone. As such, 

unnecessary dispersion can cause lesser CRI as well as cultural intelligence scale (CQS) [24]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. CCT variance based on particle size  

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Hue aberration altered by particle size of 

SiO2 

 
 

Figure 5. Generated lumen altered by particle size of 

SiO2 
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Figure 6. Correlation concerning CRI and particle 

size of SiO2 

 
 

Figure 7. Correlation concerning CQS and particle 

size of SiO2 

 

 

The task of determining the hue performance for illumination generally involves the use of CRI. This 

parameter’s value range between 1 and 100, which is utilized to gauge how good a ray can recreate the hues in 

an entity based on the standard of illumination generated by nature. Greater CRI means better hues recreated 

by the ray. On the other hand, CRI is not particularly reliable if nature’s illumination appears to be a black 

body radiator under 2,700 K. Furthermore, this parameter only takes advantage of eight hues without saturation. 

As such, when recreating hues with low brightness or saturation, a ray may still yield a significant CRI, whereas 

a ray with low CRI may still generate vivid hues. Eventually, a different parameter called CQS was proposed 

to eliminate the shortcomings of CRI and could become the new standard [25], [26]. While CRI takes eight 

non-saturation hues into account, CQS can assess fifteen hues and thus is able to extend the hue variety in 

entities with greater precision. Furthermore, this parameter also assesses additional facets: hue distinction as 

well as individual taste. In case CRI is still considered, it is better to pair CRI with hue temperature that 

resembles sun ray for the task of assessing the performance of hue generation. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The study herein concern CaSr2(PO4)2:Eu3+ phosphor samples created through the ignition procedure. 

Based on formational assessments, the phosphors were subjected to crystallization, forming pure rhombohedral 

stage having space group of R3c. When excited under 395 nm, the Eu3+ discharge lines within the phosphor 

base exhibited red-orange discharge. The Fourier transmute infrared spectroscopy spectrum validated the 

existence for orthophosphate anion (PO4)3- within the samples. When excited under 395 nm, the hue 

coordinates (0.65, 0.35) remains within the red-orange zone based on CIE graph. On the other hand, we 

employed the fluorescent intenseness proportion for the task of assessing the samples’ performance for 

luminescent heat measurement. The relative and absolute responsiveness in the samples reached their peak 

under small heat levels (2.227% K−1 and 0.0023 K−1 under 323 K). Judging the outcomes, CaSr2(PO4)2:Eu3+ 

can be effectively employed in heat measurement as well as optical field purposes. 
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